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Optical constants of thin metal films are strongly dependent on deposition conditions, growth mode, and
thickness. We propose a universal characterization approach that allows reliable determination of thin
metal film optical constants as functions of wavelength and thickness. We apply this approach to deter-
mination of refractive index dispersion of silver island films embedded between silica layers. © 2011
Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 310.3840, 310.6860.

1. Introduction

In the last 20 years, the interest in research of
thin metal films and metal–dielectric coatings has
increased significantly [1–16]. Thin metal films
possess a potential in design and manufacture of
multilayer structures with sophisticated spectral
performances over wide wavelength ranges. It was
demonstrated in [17] that there are design problems
that cannot be solved without using thin metal
layers. In [18], it was shown that the multilayer coat-
ings with thin metal layers can be competitive with
pure dielectric coatings, even in applications where
using metal layers is not absolutely necessary.

Depending on the thickness of the layer and de-
position conditions, metal can grow as compact film
or as metal island film (MIF). In this study, the term
thin metal films refers to both mentioned types of
metal films.

To design and produce high quality metal–
dielectric optical coatings with desired spectral
characteristics, it is required to know the optical con-
stants of thin metal films with high accuracy. As op-
posed to bulk metal films, whose refractive indices

and extinction coefficients can be found in literature
[19–21], in the modern state of art, there are no com-
monly used databases of optical constants of thin me-
tal films. The reason is that optical constants of thin
metal films are strongly dependent on film thickness.
This is due to electron confinement effects that
usually result in higher absorption losses in compar-
ison with bulk materials [15,22].

Depending on fabrication conditions and due to the
poor wetting of some metals on dielectric surfaces,
deposition of a few nanometers of metal often results
in island films, i.e., films composed by clusters of
nanometric dimensions [1]. The optical properties
of such films are completely different than those of
pure metals due to the phenomenon of surface plas-
mon resonance of free electrons in metal clusters,
particularly in the vicinity of plasmon resonance
frequency [1,3,8,12,14,23]. These unique optical
properties enable multiple applications of MIFs,
which can be incorporated into coatings for combined
optoelectronic and nonlinear devices, decorative
coatings, spectrally selective absorbers, biosensors,
or forgery-proof coatings [2–4,15,16,24,25]. The sur-
face plasmon resonance is strongly dependent on the
cluster shape and size and, therefore, the optical be-
havior of MIFs is highly dependent on the amount of
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deposited metal [1,11–14,23]. The dielectric environ-
ment strongly influences the optical properties of
these films as well [6,7]. Although MIFs are not com-
pact layers, if the size of clusters is small compared to
the wavelength of light, they can be treated as layers
with effective optical constants and thicknesses.
These layers actually correspond to a composite of
metal clusters and their dielectric environment
(metal–dielectric composites).

Characterization results related to different types
of thin metal films can be found in many publications
(see, for example, [5,12–14,16,26–28]). In these pub-
lications, different sets of experimental data were
used and various characterization approaches were
applied. Characterization results were presented
as wavelength dependencies of refractive indices
and extinction coefficients of thin metal films. Evi-
dently, it is not realistic to obtain optical parameters
of thin metal films for each particular set of deposi-
tion parameters and deposition conditions. At the
same time, it is reasonable to elaborate a general
characterization approach that would allow one to
easily obtain wavelength and thickness dependen-
cies of optical constants for any type of thin metal
films.

It should be noted here that characterization of
thin metal films is not a straightforward task. The
key problem of simultaneous extraction of refractive
index, extinction coefficient, and film thickness of
very thin absorbing films from optical measurements
has been previously discussed [26,27]. In addition to
this, the application of complicated multiparametric
models for optical constants of thin metal films can
easily lead to instable determination of model pa-
rameters andmakes it impossible to obtain thickness
dependencies of optical constants.

In the present paper, we elaborate a general char-
acterization approach, including experimental proce-
dures and mathematical apparatus, for reliable
determination of wavelength and thickness depen-
dencies of optical constants of thin metal films. We
demonstrate application of this new approach in
characterization of silver island films. In Section 2,
we propose a set of experimental samples that can be
used for determination of wavelength and thickness
dependencies of optical constants of thin metal–
dielectric composite films. In this section, we de-
scribe our samples of MIFs and the measurement
data that we have at our disposal. In Section 3, we
present a model of a thin metal film and provide
theoretical considerations and results of numerical
simulation to find which combination of measure-
ment data sets allows one to obtain reliable optical
parameters of thin metal films. In Section 4, we de-
scribe our characterization procedure in detail and
provide characterization results related to silver is-
land films. In this section, we derive wavelength
and thickness dependencies of refractive indices
and extinction coefficients of silver island films.
Our conclusions are given in Section 5.

In fact, in this paper, we propose an approach for
reliable characterization of not one, but of a set of me-
tal film samples differing in thickness. Our approach
covers a whole chain, starting from production of a
test sample to determination of the dependencies
of optical constants of thin metal films on two param-
eters: wavelength and thickness. These dependen-
cies can be easily incorporated to algorithms for
design of multilayer optical coatings. The results of
this paper will be useful for optical coating designers
and researchers working with thin compact metal
films and metal–dielectric composite films.

2. Experimental Samples and Measurement Data

To provide reliable determination of refractive in-
dices and extinction coefficients as functions of film
thickness, we propose to produce a set of test samples
with increasing amounts of deposited metal. Deposi-
tion conditions and parameters must be the same for
all test samples.

In the course of our research, a set of eight test
samples of silver films embedded between silica
layers on BK7 substrates were produced. We shall
refer to these samples as S1;…;S8. The samples
were deposited by electron beam evaporation.
Substrates were preheated to 220 °C to enhance is-
land growth of metal [1,29]. The base pressure was
5 · 10−6 Torr. Deposition rates of SiO2 and Ag were
1nms−1 and 0:1nms−1, respectively. The mass thick-
ness of deposited metal was controlled by quartz
crystal monitoring.

The mass thicknesses of deposited silver are pre-
sented in the second column of Table 1. SiO2 layers
are the same in all test samples and their thick-
nesses were equal to d ¼ 78nm.

It was verified earlier by nonoptical methods that,
under these deposition conditions, silver forms not
compact, but island, films [29–31]. The reason to sur-
round Ag with SiO2 was to provide the same embed-
ding media to all clusters, as the optical properties of
MIFs depend strongly on the dielectric environment
[7,23]. In addition to this, the SiO2 outermost layers
preserve Ag clusters to be exposed directly to the
influence of atmosphere.

To obtain reliable characterization results, it is
important to choose an appropriate combination of
measurement data. We tested which combination
of measurement data provides a unique and stable

Table 1. Mass and Effective Thicknesses of
Ag–SiO2 Composite Films

Sample Mass Thickness (nm) Effective Thickness δ (nm)

S1 3.0 6.0
S2 6.0 12.0
S3 9.0 18.0
S4 11.0 19.9
S5 12.0 23.0
S6 13.5 24.6
S7 15.0 26.8
S8 18.0 29.5
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solution of the characterization problem. We took
into account, also, that, from a mathematical point
of view, characterization problems can be considered
as inverse problems. A larger amount of measure-
ment data delivers more information and reduces un-
certainty in optical parameter determination [32,33].

At our disposal, we had spectral photometric and
ellipsometric data. Reflectance (R) and transmit-
tance (T) measurements of samples were taken at
near-normal incidence in the spectral range from
350 to 1100nm using a PerkinElmer Lambda 25
spectrometer. Ellipsometric anglesΨ andΔ for three
angles of incidence of 45°, 55°, and 65° in the spectral
range from 285 to 2200nm were taken using a Wool-
lam VASE variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer.

3. Theoretical Study and Numerical Simulation on the
Reliability of Optical Parameter Determination

A. Modeling of Thin Metal Films and Describing Optical
Constant Dispersion Behavior

In the case of thin compact metal films, special mod-
eling is not required. These films can be considered
in the frame of the classical approach. This is not the
case for MIFs. Schematic representation of an MIF
embedded between two dielectric layers is shown
in the left part of Fig. 1. Such films have complicated
morphology; the sizes and shapes of particles are dif-
ferent. Results of rigorous modeling of such films can
be found in [4,34,35]. However, in the present re-
search, we concentrate not on the structure of MIFs,
but on determination of the optical constants of such
films. It is important for our research that, because
the sizes of metal particles and distances between
them are small compared to the wavelength, the film
can be treated as optically homogeneous [36]. We
consider an MIF embedded into a silica matrix as
a layer of effective thickness δ. Because of the island
structure of the film, the effective thickness of the
film does not coincide with the mass thickness of
the film.

The model sketched in Fig. 1 is used to find out the
effective optical constants of the SiO2–Ag composite.
Regarding the SiO2 layers, their optical constants
were previously determined by optical measure-
ments on SiO2 single layers deposited under the

same conditions. The obtained optical constants
are close to usual literature values [19]. In the spec-
tral range of interest, the effective optical behavior of
the MIFs is characterized by the collective oscilla-
tions of electrons in metal islands, known as surface
plasmons. Ideally, the absorption related to the sur-
face plasmon resonance of an isolated small spherical
metal particle presents a Lorentzian line shape [23].
However, due to the presence of shape and size
distributions of the metal islands and the electro-
magnetic coupling among particles, the surface
plasmon resonance becomes inhomogeneously broa-
dened. Thus, it is not straightforward to choose a
versatile and simple expression that describes the
dispersion of the optical constants of the metal–
dielectric composite.

Various models can be used for representing re-
fractive indices and extinction coefficients of compo-
site materials. These models are based on effective
medium theories and assume that composite films
are formed as mixtures of materials that are present
as such phases of the microstructure that the med-
ium can be macroscopically treated as homogeneous
[36]. Model parameters in the case of application of
these formulas are filling material fraction and depo-
larization [36]. However, due to the complicated mor-
phology of films with metal inclusions, the models
based on effective medium theories cannot be applied
for representing the optical constants of such films.
The corresponding discussion can be found in [36].
In our approach, we represent an MIFas an optically
homogeneous layer with refractive index nðλÞ and
extinction coefficient kðλÞ (see Fig. 1).

In the frame of the most commonly used char-
acterization techniques, dispersion of materials are
described with appropriate models. The model
parameters are usually obtained basing on the mini-
mization of the discrepancy function, estimating
closeness between model and experimental spectral
characteristics. In the case of metal films, this ap-
proach may lead to unstable characterization results
for the following reason. It is known from a number
of publications (see, for example, [5,8,11,13,14,19–
21,36]) that wavelength dependencies of the optical
constants of bulk metals and thin metal films in
the visible and infrared spectral ranges are quite

Fig. 1. Modeling of MIF.
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complicated and cannot be described by simple para-
metric models. By using multiparametric models, it
is possible to provide an excellent fitting of measure-
ment data but it is not guaranteed that the obtained
parameters have physical sense. In addition to this,
instabilities of calculated parameters cause difficul-
ties in obtaining reliable dependencies of optical
constants on film thickness.

In our approach, we propose using nonparametric
models for description of n and k wavelength depen-
dencies. We assume that nðλÞ and kðλÞ are arbitrary
smooth functions. The main difference of this ap-
proach in comparison with a single-wavelength char-
acterization technique is that we take into account
demand on the smoothness of n and kwavelength de-
pendencies in the course of characterization. In [37],
the approach assuming smoothness of nðλÞ and kðλÞ
functions was applied to the characterization of
quasi-rugate filters. A nonparametric model with ad-
ditional demand on n and k smoothness was used for
thin film characterization in [38] and further devel-
oped in [26,27,39,40]. In the case of the nonpara-
metric model, the discrepancy function is written
in the following way [26,27]:

DF ¼
XL
j¼1

�
SðnðλjÞ; kðλjÞ; δ; λjÞ − ŜðλjÞ

ΔSj

�
2

þ α1
XL
j¼1

½n00ðλjÞ�2 þ α2
XL
j¼1

½k00ðλjÞ�2; ð1Þ

where Sðn; k; δ; λÞ is the theoretical spectral charac-
teristic of the sample, ŜðλÞ is the measured spectral
characteristic, ΔSj is tolerances, and ðλjÞ, j ¼ 1;…L,
is the wavelength grid in the spectral range of inter-
est ½λd; λu�. In Eq. (1), n00ðλÞ and k00ðλÞ denote numer-
ical second-order derivatives of refractive index and
extinction coefficient. The second and the third terms
in Eq. (1) specify the additional demands on smooth-
ness of n and k wavelength dependencies. intro-
ducing penalties for nonsmooth behavior of these
functions. Introduction of the second derivatives to
Eq. (1) also permits us to exclude linear variation
terms in the nðλÞ and kðλÞ wavelength dependencies
from the penalty additions in Eq. (1). The parameters
α1 and α2 in Eq. (1) are weight factors controlling the
correlation between the smoothness demand and de-
mand on good fit of measurement data by theoretical
data. A characterization algorithm based on minimi-
zation of the discrepancy function in Eq. (1) is incor-
porated to the OptiRE module of OptiLayer thin film
software [39–41]. We use this algorithm in our char-
acterization process.

B. Uncertainty in Determination of Optical Parameters
from Spectral Photometric Data

In [26], an important conclusion about the reliability
of characterization results related to thin metal films
was done. In this work, reflectance and trans-
mittance of single thin metal layers and two-layer

metal–dielectric coatings were considered in the
frame of first-order perturbation theory. It was
shown that, for small values of thickness δ, approx-
imate reflectance and transmittance coefficients do
not depend on separate values n, k, and δ, but on
the combinations of parameters 2nkδ ¼ Imϵδ and
½n2

− k2�δ ¼ Reϵδ, where ϵ is the effective dielectric
function. This means it is not possible to separately
determine n, k, and δ values from reflectance and
transmittance measurements only.

In the present work, we applied the first-order per-
turbation theory to derive approximate expressions
for R and T of a symmetrical three-layer structure
sketched in the right part of Fig. 1. For small values
of δ we obtained

RðλÞ ≈ R1 þ
2π
λ ðAR · 2nðλÞkðλÞ þ BR · ½n2ðλÞ

− k2ðλÞ� þ CRÞδ;

TðλÞ ≈ T1 þ
2π
λ ðAT · 2nðλÞkðλÞ þ BT · ½n2ðλÞ

− k2ðλÞ� þ CTÞδ; ð2Þ

where R1 ¼ R1ðλÞ and T1 ¼ T1ðλÞ are reflectance and
transmittance coefficients of a single dielectric layer
with refractive index nd ¼ ndðλÞ and thickness 2d.
The parameters AR;T, BR;T , and CR;T in Eq. (2) are
dependent on the parameters nd, ns, and d and on
the wavelength λ. We do not present these dependen-
cies here because they are too cumbersome. An inter-
ested reader can find the expressions for AR;T, BR;T ,
and CR;T in Appendix A.

We checked numerically that, for a wide range of n
and k values, it is valid that jCR;T j ≪ jAR;TImϵj and
jCR;T j ≪ jBR;TReϵj. Hence, we can approximate R
and T in the following way:

RðλÞ ≈ R1 þ
2π
λ ðAR · 2nðλÞkðλÞ þ BR · ½n2ðλÞ − k2ðλÞ�Þδ;

TðλÞ ≈ T1 þ
2π
λ ðAT · 2nðλÞkðλÞ þ BT · ½n2ðλÞ − k2ðλÞ�Þδ:

ð3Þ
It follows from Eq. (3) that, similar to the case con-

sidered in [26,27], reflectance and transmittance of a
three-layer metal–dielectric coating depend on the
combinations of parameters 2nðλÞkðλÞδ ¼ Imϵδ and
½n2ðλÞ − k2ðλÞ�δ ¼ Reϵδ. Dependence of R and T on
the combinations but not on the separate values of
n, k, and δ causes uncertainty in determination of
the optical constants and thickness of a thin metal
film from photometric data.

For the sake of clearness, we illustrate this uncer-
tainty using a characterization example. Consider
measurement reflectance and transmittance data
of sample S2. These data are shown in Fig. 2 by
crosses. We searched for n and k wavelength depen-
dencies based on the minimization of the discrepancy
function in Eq. (1). In the course of minimization, we
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fixed the value of thickness δ. We made two charac-
terization attempts: with δ1 ¼ 3nm and δ2 ¼ 6nm.
We knew a priori that both values of δ are not cor-
rect because the effective thickness of the metal–
dielectric composite film in this sample is definitely
higher than the mass thickness of the film, which is
equal to 6nm. However, in both characterization
attempts, we obtained excellent fittings of measure-
ment data (see Fig. 2). The obtained wavelength de-
pendencies for both cases nð1ÞðλÞ, nð2ÞðλÞ, and kð1ÞðλÞ,
kð2ÞðλÞ are shown in Fig. 3. We checked that ratios of n
and k values from two attempts are very close:
nð1ÞðλÞ=nð2ÞðλÞ ≈ kð1ÞðλÞ=kð2ÞðλÞ ≈ 1:4 ≈

ffiffiffi
2

p
. Therefore,

we obtained two completely different sets of optical
parameters of this metal–dielectric composite film.
These parameters, however, are connected by the re-
lations: δ2 ¼ 2δ1, nð2Þ

≈ nð1Þ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
, kð2Þ ≈ kð1Þ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. These

relations are in a full agreement with the
approximate formulas in Eq. (3): despite the values
of nð1Þ, kð1Þ, δ1, and nð2Þ, kð2Þ and δ2 are different;
the combinations 2nðλÞkðλÞδ ¼ Imϵδ and ½n2ðλÞ −
k2ðλÞ�δ ¼ Reϵδ take the same values.

Evidently, the relations of Eq. (3) provide accurate
approximations of reflectance and transmittance
coefficients for a limited range of parameters n, k,
and δ. In the course of our research, we compared
values of R and T calculated using exact and approx-
imate formulas for various values of parameters n, k,
and δ. The results of this comparison showed that, in

the case when 0:5 ≤ n, k ≤ 3, the relations in Eq. (3)
provide good approximations up to δ values of 5–6nm
and, in the case when 0:1 ≤ n; k ≤ 0:5 or 3 ≤ n; k ≤ 5,
the relations in Eq. (3) approximate R and T up to
δ equal to 2–3nm. Typically, the refractive index
and extinction coefficients of metal films vary signif-
icantly with respect to the wavelength and take
values from 0.1 to 5. This allows us to state that,
in the case of very thin metal films of thicknesses
up to 5nm, the relations in Eq. (3) provide accurate
approximations of reflectance and transmittance
coefficients and, therefore, prove the instability of op-
tical parameter determination from R and T data.

Depending on deposition conditions, metal–
dielectric composite films of thicknesses of two–three
dozens of nanometers can be still not compact and
possess optical properties mainly dominated by the
surface plasmon resonance of metal clusters. It is ne-
cessary to obtain reliable characterization results for
metal–dielectric composite films with thicknesses of
up to 20–30nm. In this case, the formulas in Eq. (3)
obtained in the frame of first-order perturbation
theory no longer provide good approximations of R
and T values. In spite of this, there is still uncer-
tainty in optical parameter determination from
reflectance and transmittance measurements. To de-
monstrate the presence of uncertainty in determina-
tion of n, k, and δ values from R and T data, we
performed numerical simulation. In the course of
this simulation, we modeled two designs and com-
pared theoretical reflectance data of these designs
and transmittance data of these two designs. The
structure of those designs is shown in the right side
of Fig. 1. We specified parameters of metal–dielectric
composite films nð1Þ, kð1Þ, δ1, and nð2Þ, kð2Þ, δ2 in these
two modeled designs so that the following relations
are satisfied: nð2ÞðλÞ ¼ cnð1ÞðλÞ, kð2ÞðλÞ ¼ ckð1ÞðλÞ, and
δ2 ¼ δ1=c2, where c is a parameter. In this case, the
combinations of parameters 2nðλÞkðλÞδ ¼ Imϵδ and
½n2ðλÞ − k2ðλÞ�δ ¼ Reϵδ take the same values. In our
numerical simulations, we varied the value of pa-
rameter c from 0.95 to 1.05, which correspond to
the variations of n and k from −5% to 5% and varia-
tions of δ from −10% to 10%. For each c value, we
calculated the standard deviations σR, σT between re-
flectance and transmittance corresponding to two
modeled designs. In Fig. 4, we present an example
of such a comparison. The solid curves in Fig. 4 show
reflectance and transmittance of a modeled design
containing a metal–dielectric composite film with re-
fractive index nð1ÞðλÞ and extinction coefficient kð1ÞðλÞ
corresponding to sample S4 and with thickness
δ1 ¼ 20nm. Curves with markers show reflectance
and transmittance coefficients of a model design
containing a metal–dielectric composite film with
refractive indices nð2ÞðλÞ ¼ cnð1ÞðλÞ and extinction
coefficients kð2Þ ¼ ckð1ÞðλÞ, where c ¼ 0:95 and 1.05,
respectively. Deviations σR and σT are about 1.2%.
This result and many other results of numerical si-
mulations for various values of n, k, δ, and c show
that the standard deviations σR and σT do not exceed

Fig. 2. Fitting of measurement reflectance and transmittance
data by theoretical spectral characteristics obtained in the course
of two characterization attempts (see Subsection 3.B for details).

Fig. 3. Comparison of the refractive indices and extinction
coefficients calculated in the course of the first (solid curves)
and the second (dashed curves) characterization attempts (see
Subsection 3.B for details).
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1%–1.5%; that is comparable with measurement
accuracy. At the same time, the 5% errors in optical
constants and 10% errors in thickness of thin metal–
dielectric composite film are quite significant levels
of error. Our numerical results demonstrate that the
parameters n, k, and δ obtained in the course of char-
acterization process based only on R and T measure-
ments may differ from the true ones significantly. In
the case when one has only transmittance and reflec-
tance measurement data, additional information is
required. This information can be provided, for ex-
ample, by measurement of film thickness using other
experimental tools.

C. Stability of Determination of Thin Metal Film Optical
Parameters from Ellipsometric Measurements

It is known that ellipsometric angles Ψ and Δ are
sensitive to even very thin surface overlayers of di-
electric films (see, for example, [39,40]). In this study,
we prove analytically that ellipsometric angles Ψ
and Δ are sensitive to thin metal layers embedded
between dielectric layers. For this purpose, we ap-
plied the first-order perturbation theory to derive ap-
proximate expressions of ellipsometric angles Ψ and
Δ. We assumed that the thickness of thin metal layer
δ is a small parameter and obtained the following ap-
proximate expressions:

ΨðλÞ ≈ Ψ1 þ
2π
λ ðAΨ · 2nðλÞkðλÞ þ BΨ

· ½n2ðλÞ − k2ðλÞ� þ CΨÞδ;

ΔðλÞ ≈ Δ1 þ
2π
λ ðAΔ · 2nðλÞkðλÞ þ BΔ

· ½n2ðλÞ − k2ðλÞ� þ CΔÞδ: ð4Þ

InEq. (4),AΨ;Δ,BΨ;Δ, andCΨ;Δ are parameters depen-
dent on nd, d, ns, λ, and incidence angle θ;Ψ1 ¼ Ψ1ðλÞ
and Δ1 ¼ Δ1ðλÞ are ellipsometric angles of a single
layer with refractive index nd and physical thickness
2d. In the general case, the expressions for param-
eters in Eq. (4) are too cumbersome and we present
them in Appendix A. In the special case when the
refractive index of dielectric layers nd is close to the
refractive index of the substrate ns, the expression
for Δ can be written in a compact form:

ΔðλÞ ≈ 4π
λ ½A sinð2ϕÞξ − A cosð2ϕÞηþ C cosð2ϕÞ�δ;

A ¼ qpa
ðqpaÞ2 − ðqps Þ2 −

qsa
ðqsaÞ2 − ðqssÞ2

;

C ¼ qpaðqps Þ2
ðqpaÞ2 − ðqps Þ2 −

qsa½ðqssÞ2 þ sin2 θ�
ðqsaÞ2 − ðqssÞ2

; ð5Þ

where ϕ ¼ 2π=λðn2
d − sin2 θÞ1=2d, and qp;ss;a are the effec-

tive refractive indices of the substrate and ambient
medium in the case of p- and s-polarization.

In the special case of a single thin metal layer on
the substrate, Eq. (4) can be written in a simple way:

ΨðλÞ ≈Ψ0 �
2π
λ
qpa½ðqssÞ2 − ðqsaÞ2� − qsa½ðqps Þ2 − ðqpaÞ2�
ðqssqpa − qsaq

p
s Þ2 þ ðqsaqpa − qssq

p
s Þ2

· 2nðλÞkðλÞδ;

ΔðλÞ ≈ −
4π
λ ½A · ½n2ðλÞ − k2ðλÞ� − C�δ;

Ψ0 ¼ arctan
�jqpa − qps j
qpa þ qps

·
qsa þ qss
qss − qsa

�
: ð6Þ

The signs “þ” and “−” in Eq. (6) correspond to the
cases when incidence angle is higher or lower than
Brewster’s angle.

It is seen from Eqs. (4) and (5) that the ellipso-
metric angles are dependent on combinations of
parameters 2nkδ ¼ Imϵδ, ½n2

− k2�δ ¼ Reϵδ and sepa-
rately on film thickness δ. To investigate the sensitiv-
ity of Ψ and Δ angles to δ, we compared numerically
the values AΨ;ΔImϵ and BΨ;ΔReϵ with the values
CΨ;Δ. We performed this comparison for various val-
ues of n and k for typical values of nd, as well as for
various values of d. First, we specified n and k as con-
stant values from the range ½0:1; 5�. Then we speci-
fied wavelength dependencies for nðλÞ and kðλÞ
corresponding to optical constants of bulk gold, sil-
ver, copper, nickel, and chromium [19,20]. In the
course of the comparison, we found o that the values
of AΨ;ΔImϵ, BΨ;ΔReϵ, and CΨ;Δ are comparable in
magnitude in the visible spectral range. In the case
of a single layer, the parameters AReϵ and C in
Eq. (6) are also comparable in magnitude. Basing on
the approximate formulas in Eqs. (4)–(6) and on the
results of numerical comparison described above, we
conclude that ellipsometric data allow separate
determination of optical parameters n, k, and δ. Be-
cause of this conclusion, we propose to perform char-
acterization of test samples based on ellipsometric
data. Reflectance and transmittance data can be use-
ful for verification of characterization results.

4. Characterization of Test Samples

A. Characterization Process and Verification of Results

In this subsection, we describe our characterization
process in detail and present characterization re-
sults obtained for test samples of silver island films
described in Section 2. According to the conclusion

Fig. 4. Comparison of reflectance and transmittance of model
designs corresponding to different values of parameter c (see
Subsection 3.B for details).
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made in the previous section, in our characterization
process, we used ellipsometric data. In the course of
the characterization process, we searched for wave-
length dependencies of optical constants of Ag–
SiO2 composite films nðλÞ, kðλÞ. We also searched
for thicknesses of dielectric layers surrounding
Ag–SiO2 composite film. Because SiO2 of the cover
later also fills the space between islands, it is not ex-
pected that the effective thickness of this layer is
equal to that of the first layer. In this case, the
discrepancy function in Eq. (1) can be written in the
following way:

DF¼
X3
K¼1

X190
j¼1

�ΨðnðλjÞ;kðλjÞ;δ;λj;dð1Þ;dð2Þ;θKÞ−Ψ̂ðλj;θKÞ
ΔΨj

�
2
þ
X3
K¼1

X190
j¼1

�ΔðnðλjÞ;kðλjÞ;δ;λj;dð1Þ;dð2Þ;θKÞ−Δ̂ðλj;θKÞ
ΔΔj

�
2

þα1
X190
j¼1

½n00ðλjÞ�2þα2
X190
j¼1

½k00ðλjÞ�2; ð7Þ

where θ1 ¼ 45°, θ2 ¼ 55°, and θ3 ¼ 65°; ðλjÞ is the
wavelength grid in the spectral range from 285 to
2200nm; and dð1Þ and dð2Þ are the thicknesses of sur-
rounding dielectric layers. In the course of the char-
acterization process, the values of dð1Þ and dð2Þ were
varied from 0:9d to 1:1d. The values of δ were varied
in a wide range between the value that is twice less
and the value that is three times greater than mass
thickness. The parameters α1 and α2 were gradually
decreased starting from 1 · 10−3 in the course of
the characterization procedure. Final values of the
parameters α1 and α2 were equal to 1 · 10−10, and ob-
tained solutions remained stable.

Typical fittings of measured ellipsometric data are
shown in Fig. 5. Refractive indices and extinction
coefficients obtained in the course of the characteri-
zation process are collected in Fig. 6. The values of
thicknesses δ obtained in the course of the character-
ization process are presented in the third column of
Table 1. It is obvious from Fig. 6 and Table 1 that
there is a good correspondence between obtained
results. Higher values of effective thicknesses corre-

spond to the higher values of mass thicknesses. The
obtained optical constants are characterized by
a strong resonance in the visible range, which can
be associated with the surface plasmon of metal clus-
ters. This resonance increases in intensity as the
amount of deposited metal increases; that can be ex-
plained by a higher filling fraction of silver in the
metal–dielectric composite [23,42]. The shift to high-
er wavelengths can be related also to the higher
metal filling fraction and to the fact that larger clus-
ters usually present a more elliptical shape than
smaller clusters [43]. Additionally, a small absorp-

tion peak can be identified in the short wavelength
range for all the samples, which can be attributed
to interband transitions of silver [21].

At the next step of our characterization process, we
verified our characterization results. We compared
the theoretical reflectance and transmittance of
the samples calculated based on the obtained values
of nðλÞ, kðλÞ, and δ with measurement R and T data.
Typical fitting of measurement R and T data is
shown in Fig. 7. The standard deviation between ex-
perimental and theoretical data in this case is equal
to 0.7%. For all other samples, the standard devia-
tion does not exceed 2.5%. These deviations can be
attributed to factors related to differences in mea-
surement devices and measurement procedures.
They can be also explained by anisotropy of the
MIFs. Metal clusters usually have elliptical shapes
and the surface plasmon resonance depends on the
light polarization, becoming sensitive to the angle
of incidence. Even for a film of spherical particles,
a slight anisotropy can be expected due to different
particle interactions depending on light polarization

Fig. 5. Typical fittings of measurement ellipsometric data
(crosses) by theoretical ellipsometric values of Ψ and Δ (solid
curves). The data correspond to sample S3.

Fig. 6. Wavelength dependencies of refractive indices and extinc-
tion coefficients of Ag-SiO2 composite films. The labels S1;…;S8
indicate the corresponding samples.
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[43,44]. On the whole, there is a good agreement of
the obtained characterization results with spectral
photometric measurements.

B. Parametrization of Refractive Indices and Extinction
Coefficients of Thin Metal Films

To obtain analytical dependencies of refractive in-
dices and extinction coefficients of metal films on
the wavelength λ and the thickness δ, we propose
a two-step procedure. At the first step, we propose
to approximate the wavelength dependencies of n
and k obtained in the course of the characterization
process by simple parametric models. The key issue
is that these models are to be described by as small a
number of parameters as possible. At the second
step, the values of these parameters are to be fitted
by functions dependent on thickness δ. These func-
tions can be found empirically. Composing two ob-
tained dependencies will provide dependencies
nðλ; δÞ and kðλ; δÞ. Below we demonstrate application
of this approach to determine wavelength and thick-
ness dependencies of n and k in the case of Ag–SiO2
composite films.

At the first step of the procedure described above,
we chose a model to approximate n and k values,
shown in Fig. 6 in the visible spectral range. From
the analysis of the optical constants obtained, it is
observed that the surface plasmon resonances are
characterized by an inhomogeneously broaden ab-
sorption. Such a line shape of the dispersion of the
optical constants can be obtained, for instance, with
the Forouhi–Bloomer model [45]:

kðEÞ ¼ AðE − EgÞ2
E2

− BEþ C
; nðEÞ ¼ n∞ þ BαEþ Cα

E2
− BEþ C

;

Bα ¼
A
Q

�
−
B2

2
þ EgB − E2

g þ C

�
;

Cα ¼
A
Q

�
½E2

g þ C�B
2
− 2EgC

�
; Q ¼ 1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4C − B2

p
;

E ¼ 1240=λ; Eg ¼ 1240=λg: ð8Þ

The Forouhi–Bloomer model was originally de-
veloped to describe electronic interband transitions
in amorphous dielectrics and semiconductors, so no

physical meaning should be attributed to the
Forouhi–Bloomer parameters obtained in the pre-
sent study. It has to be remarked that the model is
only used as a mathematical tool to describe the dis-
persion of the optical constants of MIFs in a simple
way and to verify their Kramers–Kronig consistency.
The Forouhi–Bloomer model is applied in the visible
range, above 400nm, to avoid the influence of the
silver interband transitions and focus only on the
surface plasmon resonance phenomenon.

From amathematical point of view, the evident ad-
vantage of this model is that the dependence kðλÞ is
described by only four model parameters, A, B, C,
and λg. Dependence nðλÞ is described by five param-
eters: the same four parameters as for kðλÞ and one
additional parameter, n∞, which specifies the shift of
nðλÞ in magnitude. It is known from [45] that the
preliminary values of the parameters B and C can
be defined from the peak of kðλÞ: value B=2 is ap-
proximately equal to the energy at which kðEÞ is a
maximum; the parameter C is equal to B2=4. The
parameter A gives the strength of the peak in kðEÞ
[45]. We preliminarily specified the values A, B,
andC as outlined above and calculatedmodel param-
eters A, B, C, and λg to refine the fit of the model de-
pendencies kðλÞ to values found from experimental
data. Then, using the found values of parameters
A, B, C, and λg, we provided the best fit of model de-
pendencies nðλÞ to values found from experimental
data with respect to only one parameter, n∞. Typical
fittings of n and k values found from experimental
data by model dependencies nðλÞ and kðλÞ are pre-
sented in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 9, we collected the values of parameters A,
B,C, λg, and n∞ obtained for eight Ag–SiO2 composite
films. These values are shown by circles. According to
the second step of our two-step procedure, we ap-
proximated the dependencies of the parameters A,
B, C, and λg on δ by linear functions. The solid curves
in Fig. 9 show the linear dependencies AðδÞ ¼ aδþ b,
BðδÞ ¼ cδþ d, CðδÞ ¼ eδþ f , and λgðδÞ ¼ gδþ h. The
parameters a;…;h were found using a least-square
minimization method to provide the best fit to the
values of parameters A, B, C, and λg found at the first
step of our procedure. We approximated the depen-
dence n∞ on δ by a quadratic function n∞ðδÞ ¼
a∞δ2 þ b∞δþ c∞. We do not present numerical values

Fig. 7. Fitting of measurement spectral photometric data related
to sample S3 by theoretical reflectance and transmittance calcu-
lated basing on n and k presented in Fig. 6 and δ ¼ 18nm.

Fig. 8. Fittings of nðλÞ and kðλÞ dependencies found from
experimental data by model dependencies defined by Eq. (8).
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of the parameters a;…;h and a∞, b∞,. and c∞ here
because these values have no principal meaning.

The empirical dependencies of the refractive in-
dices and extinction coefficients of Ag–SiO2 compo-
site films on wavelength λ and on thickness δ can
be written in the following way:

kðλ; δÞ ¼ AðδÞ½λgðδÞ − λ�2
CðδÞλ2 − BðδÞGλþG2 ;

nðλ; δÞ ¼ n∞ðδÞ þ
CαðδÞλ2 þ BαðδÞGλ

CðδÞλ2 − BðδÞGλþG2 ;

Bα ¼
AðδÞ
QðδÞ

�
−
B2ðδÞ
2

þ G
λgðδÞ

BðδÞ −
�

G
λgðδÞ

�
2
þ CðδÞ

�
;

CαðδÞ ¼
AðδÞ
QðδÞ

���
G

λgðδÞ
�

2
þ CðδÞ

�
BðδÞ
2

−
2G
λgðδÞ

CðδÞ
�
;

QðδÞ ¼ 1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4CðδÞ − B2ðδÞ

q
; G ¼ 1240: ð9Þ

In Fig. 10, we compare experimentally determined
refractive indices and extinction coefficients at three

different wavelengths with n and k values predicted
by empirical dependencies in Eq. (9). In Fig. 10, one
can observe a good correspondence of experimental
results and empirical dependencies.

The dependencies of n and k on δ can be used in the
course of elaboration of a design algorithm in the
case when thin metal films are planned to be in-
cluded into a coating structure.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a general approach that
allows us to determine reliable wavelength and
thickness dependencies of the optical constants of
thin metal films. In the frame of this approach, we
gave recommendations what set of test samples (in
particular, the range of film thicknesses) has to be
produced. We have demonstrated that the choice of
the proper type of measurements is critical for stable
separate determination of n, k, and δ values. The un-
ique and reliable solutions are obtained from ellipso-
metric measurements, while R and T measurements
can be used only for verification of the characteriza-
tion results. We proposed the use of nonparametric
arbitrary dependencies to describe nðλÞ and kðλÞ in
the course of characterization process. A two-step
procedure was suggested to approximate dependen-
cies of n and k on the wavelength and on the thick-
ness of the thin metal layer. The proposed approach
is universal because it allows reliable determination
of optical constants as functions of wavelength and
thickness of thin metal films produced with various
materials and fabricated under different deposition
conditions. Our approach includes a whole chain,
starting from production of test samples to final de-
termination of thin metal film optical constants
nðλ; δÞ and kðλ; δÞ. These dependencies can be incor-
porated into a thin film design algorithm. In this
way, by optimizing the thickness of a metal film in
an optical system that is being designed, the depen-
dence of optical constants on thickness will be auto-
matically taken into account. This approach can open
new possibilities in application of thin metal films in
multilayers.

Appendix A

In the frame of the first-order perturbation theory for
small values of δ, the spectral characteristics of sym-
metrical three-layer structures can be approximated
as follows:

RðλÞ ≈ R1ðλÞ þ R0jδ¼0ðλÞδ;
TðλÞ ≈ T1ðλÞ þ T0jδ¼0ðλÞδ;
ΨðλÞ ≈ Ψ1ðλÞ þΨ0jδ¼0ðλÞδ;
ΔðλÞ ≈ Δ1ðλÞ þΔ0jδ¼0ðλÞδ; ðA1Þ

where R1, T1, Ψ1, and Δ1 are reflectance, transmit-
tance, and the ellipsometric angles of single layers.

Calculating derivatives of R, T, Ψ, and Δ with re-
spect to δ and substituting δ ¼ 0 to these derivatives,

Fig. 9. Fittings of parameters A, B, C, λg and n∞ obtained from
experimental data (circles) by linear functions (solid curves) (see
the text for details).

Fig. 10. Comparison of experimentally determined n and k val-
ues at wavelengths of 450, 500, and 550nm with dependencies
predicted by Eq. (9).
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we obtain Eqs. (2) and (7). The explicit values of AR,
BR, CR, AT , BT , and CT are as follows:

AR¼4

�
cos2φd

�
ðn2

s −1Þ
�
cos2φdþ

n2
s

n2
d

sin2φd

�
cos2 2φd

þ2n2
s sin2 2φd

�
cos2φd−

sin2φd

n2
d

�

−

�
n2
s

n2
d

þn2
d

��
cos2φd−

n2
s

n2
d

sin2φd

�
sin2 2φd

�

þ1
2
sin2 2φd

�
ðn2

s −1Þ
�
1−

1

n2
d

�
cos2 2φd

þ
�
n2
s

n2
d

−n2
d

��
1−

n2
s

n2
d

�
sin2 2φd

��
=D2

RT ; ðA2Þ

BR ¼ 4

��
n2
d −

n2
s

n2
d

�
ns

nd
sin3 2φd

−
2ns

nd
sin 2φd cos2 2φd

�
n2
s

n2
d

sin2 φd − n2
d cos

2 φd

�

þ ns

2nd
sin 4φd

�
sin2 2φd

�
n2
d þ

n2
s

n2
d

�

− ð1þ n2
s Þ
��

=D2
RT ; ðA3Þ

CR ¼ 4

�
ndns

�
n2
s

n2
d

− n2
d

�
sin32φd

þ 2ns

n3
d

sin 2φdcos22φd

�
n2
s

n2
d

cos2φd − n2
dsin

2φd

�

þ 1
2
ndns sin 4φd

�
sin22φd

�
n2
d þ

n2
s

n2
d

�

− ð1þ n2
s Þ
��

=D2
RT ; ðA4Þ

AT ¼ 4

�
cos 2φd

�
ðns þ 1Þ cos2 φd

−
1

n2
d

ð1þ n2
s Þ sin2 φd

�

þ 1
2

�
ns þ

ns

n2
d

þ 1þ n2
s

n2
d

�
sin2 2φd

�
=D2

RT : ðA5Þ

BT ¼ −4
sin 2φd

nd

�
0:5ðn2

s þ 1Þ cos 2φd

þ n2
s

n2
d

sin2 φd − n2
d cos

2 φd

�
=D2

RT ; ðA6Þ

CT ¼ −4 sin 2φd

�
0:5ðn2

s þ 1Þnd cos 2φd

þ n2
s cos2 φd − n4

d sin
2 φd

�
=D2

RT ;

ðA7Þ

where DRT ¼ð1þnsÞ2 cos2 2φdþðndþns=ndÞ2 sin2 2φd
and φd ¼ 2πndd=λ is the phase thickness of the di-
electric layer:

AΨ ¼ βAp
− As=β
DΨ

; BΨ ¼ βBp
− Bs=β
DΨ

;

CΨ ¼ βCp
− Cs=β
DΨ

; ðA8Þ

β ¼ ðqsa þ qssÞðqss − qsaÞ
ðqpa þ qps Þjqpa − qps j ;

DΨ ¼ ðqpaqsa − qps qssÞ2 þ ðqps qsa − qpaqssÞ2; ðA9Þ

Ap;s ¼ ððqp;sa Þ2 − ðqp;ss Þ2Þ½cos3 2φdðqp;ss Ap;s
a − qp;sa Ap;s

b Þ
þ sin3 2φdðqp;ss Ap;s

c − qp;sa Ap;s
d Þ�

þ qp;sa qp;ss sin 4φd½cos 2φdðqp;sa Ap;s
c þ qp;ss Ap;s

d Þ
þ sin 2φdðqp;sa Ap;s

a þ qp;ss Ap;s
b Þ� − ððqpaÞ2 þ ðqps Þ2Þ

×
1
2
sin 4φd½cos 2φdðqp;ss Ap;s

c þ qp;sa Ap;s
d Þ

þ sin 2φdðqp;ss Ap;s
a þ qp;sa Ap;s

b Þ�; ðA10Þ

Bp;s ¼ ððqp;sa Þ2 − ðqp;ss Þ2Þ½cos3 2φdðqp;ss Bp;s
a − qp;sa Bp;s

b Þ
þ sin3 2φdðqp;ss Bp;s

c − qp;sa Bp;s
d Þ�

þ qp;sa qp;ss sin 4φd½cos2φdðqp;sa Bp;s
c þ qp;ss Bp;s

d Þ
þ sin 2φdðqp;sa Bp;s

a þ qp;ss Bp;s
b Þ� − ððqpaÞ2 þ ðqps Þ2Þ

×
1
2
sin 4φd½cos 2φdðqp;ss Bp;s

c þ qp;sa Bp;s
d Þ

þ sin 2φdðqp;ss Bp;s
a þ qp;sa Bp;s

b Þ�; ðA11Þ

Cp;s ¼ ððqp;sa Þ2 − ðqp;ss Þ2Þ½cos3 2φdðqp;ss Cp;s
a − qp;sa Cp;s

b Þ
þ sin3 2φdðqp;ss Cp;s

c − qp;sa Cp;s
d Þ�

þ qp;sa qp;ss sin 4φd½cos2φdðqp;sa Cp;s
c þ qp;ss Cp;s

d Þ
þ sin 2φdðqp;sa Cp;s

a þ qp;ss Cp;s
b Þ� − ððqpaÞ2 þ ðqps Þ2Þ

×
1
2
sin 4φd½cos 2φdðqp;ss Cp;s

c þ qp;sa Cp;s
d Þ

þ sin 2φdðqp;ss Cp;s
a þ qp;sa Cp;s

b Þ�; ðA12Þ
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Ap;s
a ¼ −qp;sa qp;ss sin2 φd; Ap;s

b ¼ cos2 φd;

Ap;s
c ¼ qp;sa sin 2φd=q

p;s
s ; Ap;s

d ¼ sin 2φd=2;

Bp;s
a ¼ −0:5qp;sa qp;ss sin 2φd; Bp;s

b ¼ −0:5 sin 2φd;

Bp;s
c ¼ −qp;sa sin2 φd=q

p;s
s ; Bp;s

d ¼ cos2 φd;

Cp
a ¼ −0:5qpaq

p
s sin 2φd; Cp

b ¼ −0:5ðqps Þ2 sin 2φd;

Cp
c ¼ qpaq

p
s cos2 φd; Cp

d ¼ −ðqps Þ2 sin2 φd;

Cs
a ¼ −0:5qsaðqss − α2=qssÞ sin 2φd;

Cs
b ¼ 0:5ðα2 − ðqssÞ2Þ sin 2φd;

Cs
c ¼ qsaqssðcos2 φd þ α2 sin2 φd=ðqssÞ2Þ;

Cs
d ¼ −ððqssÞ2 sin2 φd þ α2 cos2 φdÞ; ðA13Þ

AΔ ¼ 0:25 sin 4φdðμp−αp−=qpd − μs−αs−=qsd þ ðμsþÞ2αsþ=qsd
− ðμpþÞ2αpþ=qpdÞ
þ sin 2φdðγpþβp−αp− þ γp−βpþαpþ − γsþβs−αs− − γs−βsþαsþÞ;

BΔ ¼ cos 2φdð−γpþμp−αp− − γp−μpþαpþ þ γsþμs−αs− þ γs−μsþαsþÞ
þ 0:5 sin 2φdðβp−αp−μp−=qpd − βpþαpþμpþ=qpd
þ βs−αs−μs�=qsd − βsþαsþμsþ=qsdÞ;

CΔ ¼ cos 2φd½ðqpdÞ2ðνpþαp−μp− − νp−αpþμpþÞ
− αs−ðα2γsþ þ νsþðqsdÞ2Þμs− − αsþðα2γs� − νs�ðqsdÞ2Þμsþ�
þ 0:5 sin2 2φd½αp−qpdμp−βp− − αpþqpdβ

p
þμpþ

þ ðαs−βs−μs− − αsþβþμsþÞðα2=qsd − qsdÞ�; ðA14Þ

μs;pþ;− ¼ qs;pa − qs;ps ; βs;pþ;− ¼ qs;pa qs;ps =qs;pd � qs;pd ;

γs;pþ;− ¼ cos2 φd � qs;pa qs;ps sin2 φd=ðqs;pd Þ2;
νs;p� ¼ qs;pa qs;ps cos2 φd=ðqs;pd Þ2 � sin2 φd;

αs;pþ;− ¼ ½ðμs;pþ;−Þ2 cos2 2φd þ ðβs;pþ;−Þ2 sin2 2φd�−1;
qsa;s;d ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðna;s;dÞ2 − α2

q
;

qpa;s;d ¼ ðna;s;dÞ2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðna;s;dÞ2 − α2

q
; α ¼ na sin2 θ: ðA15Þ

Equation (A14) was obtained assuming
α2=½ðReϵÞ2 þ ðImϵÞ2� < 1.
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